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Description
The consortium is a virtual currency. of blockchain technology, it also focuses on digital marketing, freelance,
telemarketing and many more.
It is a P2P coin
A peer-to-peer network, (P2P) is a computer network in which all or some aspects work without clients or fixed
servers, but a series of nodes that behave as equals. To use your personal research, visit the following link
wikipedia.org
consortium is a currency founded by and for the marketing community who wants to make the effort of our work
profitable through social networks and believes in the change that blockchain technology will bring to the world
the consortium begins with a little story
about the people behind this project and the reasons why this currency emerged
as you can see here
The consortium team formerly known as the Latino consortium on our old server still active and with a history of
2 years of work
Consorcio Latino We have always had and maintained the idea of helping our entire community and providing
the best possible pleasure through our affection and cordiality. that characterizes us And especially help
children
This task has not been easy and we have been programming for some time how this help can be effective for
them, but it requires much more effort and much more heart from those who can achieve great things for those
who need our support, each of which Provide 1 grain of sand.To this end, a cryptocurrency was founded with a
year in the 100% functional market, our first project called diners. The created nonprofit diners will act as a
charitable foundation in the future, you can follow us on our web
In view of the fact that the original founders and other collaborators of the team paid everything related to
technical maintenance and the active state housed in the market, we depleted our personal resources working
on this project and will continue working to achieve this objective. they forced us into a new project Now we
bring this new project, which is called a consortium with more vision and better technical preparation. And
although many of the team are not developers, there are many friends dedicated to this work who support this
idea. with a great ideal that is our community and how far we can get by unifying our forces. This currency will
play a good role within the community of owners who will know the value and effort of all. We take care of
guiding the first steps of our users that request our help and part of our knowledge to learn from the blockchain
system. We also reward all our users with different events as usual in the discord of airdrop, Tip-bob, trivia of
gifts and any other idea that comes to mind to entertain our users and followers. Today we are in this new stage
very important for us and for our entire community. Since we want to provide the best of us for this great project
designed for all. We want our entire community to join the project and contribute with their knowledge and
enthusiasm to grow. The consortium has no owners is a decentralized currency and guided by the community.
That is why it is designed to generate a good ROI and everyone gets great rewards. The consortium team is not
responsible for your investment because all cryptocurrency is volatile, it is not recommended to invest if you are
unsure or more than you should commit. But if we are responsible for what we do and what we offer if there is
the possibility of obtaining it, we observe that all the objectives are met. The program will be fulfilled. If we
manage to carry out all the prescribed steps and communicate with our community through our networks and
media We would like your support and value your effort. We thank those who follow us on our path to those we
know and those who support us day by day. For all who join every day and for those who will come We will have
a channel of suggestions where you can contribute your ideas in the community. It is vital for us that the
community guide us with your comments and achieve the objectives.

Aim

1. Create a stable community that joins the project to consolidate everyone's effort
through social networks of third parties and own Consortium

2. Making a Web adsense where our investment will be profitable. This company focused
on digital marketing can offer indirect jobs paid with our currency to many users of our
work platforms and then be converted into fiat money.

3. Promote other projects within our possibilities and our marketing environments

4. Help non-profit foundations as a social contribution from our community

5. Create a 100% decentralized social network where the community is rewarded for their
work and can in turn connect with multiple platforms without restrictions to exercise
their profession

Technical Specifications
Coin properties
●

Algorithm: Quark

●

Block type Proof-of-Work/Proof-of-Stake

●

Coin name: Consortium

●

Coin abbreviation: CSM

●

Address letter: 1

●

Address letter testnet: M

●

RPC port 13821

●

P2P port 13822

●

Block reward 20 coins

●

Block reward (PoS) 20 coins

●

Coin supply 21000000 coins

●

Premine amount 1000000 coins

Advanced properties
●

Last PoW block 1.000000

●

Superblock reward 1%

●

Masternode reward 90%

●

Masternode amount 3000 coins

●

Masternode confirmations 15 blocks

●

Coinbase maturity:20 ( + 1 default confirmation) blocks

●

Target spacing: 5 minutes

●

Target timespan: 20 minutes

●

Transaction confirmations

1.000.000 Premine & Distribution

5% rewards 50,000 (CSM):
This % will be distributed as follows only for those users who comply with the rules set forth by
the consortium team
18% team 180.000 (CSM):
Distributed as follows:Percentage in 12 months of services from the date you entered the
project and if for some unjustifiable reason you are withdrawn from it, you will lose your
remaining% at the end of your year of service, the same applies to the rest of the team.
6% installation of MN 60,000 (20 MN) (CSM)
These MN, will function as a master node to ensure that our currency performs well, such
contributions will be distributed to the development fund and the community. quarterly from
the date of its creation
5% maintenance and another 50,000 (CSM):
Expected expenses such as browser, hosting etc.
2% for foundations such as “Friends of the child with cancer” in Venezuela 10,000 (CSM): in
the terms provided and agreed with them Note: if someone wants to support the contributions
to the foundation by their own means, they can contact him directly in the links of the channel
of our discord and our website where the data and the contact link of the foundation will be
1% Team partner 10.000 (CSM): To increase the interest of those participants and advertisers
of our Consortium cryptocurrency
23% 230,000 (CSM): Reserve fund

Presale

We carry the public sale with an initial value of 1
 000 satoshis per CONSORTIUM (CSM)
currency and 0
 .03 btc for a value equivalent to 3000 CONSORTIUM (CSM)
required for 1
  masternode

We have a public sale through exchange and our website
We are a community therefore requires pre-sale to execute all the actions proposed in this
document. and the respective maintenance of the project.

However, this document and the technical team do not commit or guarantee if the
necessary income is not obtained.
We must work for this project within the possibilities that allow us to obtain these
funds
In this way we will do our best to reach our community as far as possible.

Return on investment

CONSORTIUM has a great return on investment in its varied mode of mining
Proof-of-Work / Proof-of-Stake
you could say that his best strong is the masternode with a ROI of 90%
It also has mining (PoW) & (PoS)
which provides a yield of 20 c oins per block
It should be noted that pos mining will be activated from block 1.000000
when Last P
 oW block 1.000000 ends
It is taken into consideration in work executed by the miners and the importance of
keeping the network active by providing the greatest opportunity for our entire
community to get their reward
For greater network stability, shared masternode sites and swimming pools are added
thanks to possible community agreements
where you can send your coins and execute your return as you can also join pools
we will be able to make available through our website and networks the voluntary
material and personnel of our community
to facilitate the process that all our users require
in this way provide better advice

Places of interest

website
Source code: g
 ithub
❖ wallets

❖ consortium-qt-windows
❖ consortium-daemon-windows.zip
❖ consortium-qt-linux.tar.gz
❖ consortium-daemon-linux.tar.gz

❖ wallet online

❖ Block explorers

❖ explorer 1
❖ explorer 2
Android mobile application to follow us

Co
 nsortium power

social networks

discord

twitter

facebook

telegram

instagram

bitcointalk spanish

Roadmap
in process

this document can be adjusted
based on the best corrections and other implementations that are
beneficial to the project and the community

